Arizona’s Voter Crisis

The State of Our State Conference is ASU Morrison Institute for Public Policy’s signature event, bringing together policy makers and business, education and community leaders to discuss pressing Arizona and regional issues, challenges and opportunities.

Join us on November 19th for our ninth annual conference to hear local and national experts decipher Election 2018 and what it all means moving forward.

The event will feature remarks by ASU President Michael Crow and key findings from the Morrison Institute report Arizona’s Voter Crisis that examines data on persistent low voter participation. Consider that nearly half of voting-age and otherwise eligible voters didn’t cast a ballot in 2016, posing a threat to the health of our representative democracy. Find out how the electorate engages in 2018 and see the trends unfold.

Speakers, Panelists and Presenters

Michael Crow, Arizona State University
Lattie F. Coor, Center for the Future of Arizona
Jonathan Koppell, Watts College of Public Service & Community Solutions, ASU
Andrea Whitsett, ASU Morrison Institute for Public Policy
Richard N. Morrison, ASU Morrison Institute Advisory Board
Betsey Bayless, ASU Morrison Institute Advisory Board
Lisa Urias, CoNecs North America, and ASU Morrison Institute Advisory Board
Grady Gammage Jr., Gammage & Burnham, and ASU Morrison Institute for Public Policy

Thomas Collins, Citizens Clean Elections Commission
Joseph Garcia, ASU Morrison Institute for Public Policy
Neil Giuliano, Greater Phoenix Leadership
Janice Palmer, Helios Education Foundation
Victor Riches, Goldwater Institute
Mayor Anna Tovar, Tolleson
David Byler, The Weekly Standard
Elvia Diaz, The Arizona Republic
Christopher Rowland, The Boston Globe
Eugene Scott, The Washington Post
Jackie Salit, Independent Voting

Sue Clark-Johnson Leadership Award

Join us for a special lunchtime ceremony honoring Lattie F. Coor, chairman & founding director of the Center for the Future of Arizona and former president of Arizona State University.

MorrisonInstitute.asu.edu
Join us on November 19th for our ninth annual conference to hear local and national experts decipher Election 2018 and what it all means moving forward.

In addition to a reserved table and public acknowledgement at the event, your support shows a commitment to the conference’s nonpartisan mission: Participatory discussion by community, business, education and government leaders about today’s challenges leads to improved opportunities tomorrow for all Arizonans.

We thank you for your sponsorship.

**GOLD SPONSOR $10,000 (FMV $640)**
- 2 tables of 8 with name display
- Verbal acknowledgment from podium
- Full slide in scrolling PowerPoint presentation
- Medium-sized logo on event program cover
- Medium-sized logo on event website

**MAROON SPONSOR $1,500 (FMV $320)**
- 1 table of 8 with name display
- Half slide in scrolling PowerPoint presentation
- Small-sized logo in event program
- Logo on event website

Please reply by October 26

**RSVP to Becky Gilbreath • 602.496.0588 • becky.gilbreath@asu.edu**

**YES! I WOULD LIKE TO RSVP:** [GOLD] [MAROON]

**MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO ASU FOUNDATION**

NAME: __________________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________

CITY: __________________________ STATE: _______ ZIP: __________

TELEPHONE: ______________________ EMAIL: __________________________

*MAY WE ADD YOU TO OUR WEEKLY NEWSLETTER EMAILS? YES ☐

All funds will be deposited with the ASU Foundation for a New American University, a separate nonprofit organization that exists to support ASU. Due to the fair market value of benefits provided, only payments in excess of fair market value may be considered a charitable contribution. Please consult your tax advisor regarding the deductibility of charitable contributions. Proceeds from this event will benefit Morrison Institute for Public Policy. 30005182

**RETURN TO:** Morrison Institute for Public Policy
411 N. Central Ave., Suite 900 • Phoenix, Arizona 85004-0692 • (602) 496-0900
College of Public Service and Community Solutions at Arizona State University